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Now expecting parents can experience pregnancy from their baby's point of view with this unique

countdown guide/journal. They'll learn what's happening every day during their baby's ninth month

journey from conception to birth.This day by day account of pregnancy will help expecting mothers

discover captivating facts like when your baby is the length and weight of a hot dog roll, when the

heart begins to beat, when their eyes open and they begin to look around, and 277 additional daily

developmental facts beginning with "making me" and concluding with the "arrival." This book will

warm a mom's heart and soul. It's the making of a miracle and a keepsake forever Jodie Lynn,

syndicated family columnist for Parent to Parent.Â Mom's Choice Awards 2009 GOLD AWARD:

Family & Parenting: Pregnancy & ChildbirthUSABookNews.com 2008 FINALIST: Parenting/Family:

Pregnancy & ChildbirthÂ 
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Love this calendar. Gives visual cues of how big baby is on that day and other things happening

inside you. I got one of these for all 4 of my pregnancies and given as gift many many times. Highly

suggesting getting this item.

I loved this so much during my first pregnancy but I think my husband loved it even more! It gave

him a way to be involved in all the changes. I buy this for every friend and family member early on in

their first pregnancy.



I love this calendar! It is a sweet way to keep up with your baby's growth and development. A friend

loaned me one for my first pregnancy, but I gave it back when my baby was born. When I found out

I was expecting again, this was one of the first things I got, so we could keep up with all the little

milestones, just like we did before! Now we have the added bonus of sharing the journey with our

first born.

This calendar helped us get through the first part of the pregnancy, giving great information about

what is actually happening. I know you can find this all online, but we put it in the kitchen and it was

a quick and easy read every day.

I purchased this for myself and loved it! I wish I had purchased it earlier in my pregnancy though. It

has a little piece of info everyday from the viewpoint of your little one! I have purchased many as

gifts since I got mine. Only annoying thing--the calendar has to be dated by hand based on your due

date or 1st day of your last period. Mine ended up with scribbles and rewrites on most of the pages

due to numbering errors. It was worth it in the end though! Oh, no pictures in this calendar--just cute

semi-informative text... :)

I bought this calendar to put on my husband's desk to give him a little something to look at each day

and to feel like he's following along without forcing all my lengthy books and websites on him.I like

that:It's well made, stands up on built in stand, paper is a good qualityIt has special stickers with

landmarks at the backIt has lines on each page to add your own notesIt goes all the way to 41

weeks, 6 days for those late bloomersI don't like that:It seems to get ahead of itself. Measurement

estimates for the first half of pregnancy vary pretty significantly from all other resources (including

several doctor's offices). I solve this problem by crossing out measurements and entering them from

other resources or from my own medical data.Overall great product and I would recommend it to

others.

Easy way to include hubby in daily baby growth in utero without getting out the heavy hitting books.

Simply flip the calendar daily (after filling it out for your due date) and it tells you everything from

being the size of a pea to suggesting eating finger foods 'cause I'm growing fingers today...We

cherished ours and still have it as part of our baby collection. I highly recommend it as a congrats on

your pregnancy book.



Julie B. Carr's pregnancy journal COUNTDOWN TO MY BIRTH: A Day-By-Day Account from Your

Baby's Point of View is another wonderful idea for someone who is expecting a baby. I sure wish I

had had COUNTDOWN TO MY BIRTH when I was pregnant.COUNTDOWN TO MY BIRTH is a

daily account of a pregnancy as told by the unborn baby. It actually looks like one of those flip

calendars, but it is also a journal (it even includes cute little stickers.) The premise is similar to

MAKING ME -- you countdown the 40 weeks of your pregnancy by changing a page each day.

Each page give you a little hint about what is happening with your baby on (or around) that day. It's

especially cute since it's written from the baby's point of view. There is also a place for today's date,

how many weeks and days you are into your pregnancy, and how many days are left. I also like that

it has small section for the expectant mother to take notes. I like that you could capture your

thoughts and feelings about your pregnancy using this calendar.I would have loved it if someone

had bought this journal for me when I was expecting. Truth be told, I probably would have bought it

for myself had it been available. It makes a wonderful gift for the pregnant woman in your life, but it

also would be a wonderful present for the expecting grandparents too! Check out the author's

website Unique Pregnancy Gifts for more great gift ideas!
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